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EQUALITIES AND HUMAN RIGHTS COMMITTEE 

CHILDREN (EQUAL PROTECTION FROM ASSAULT) (SCOTLAND) BILL  

SUBMISSION FROM THE CHRISTIAN INSTITUTE 

The Christian Institute is fully opposed to the Bill. It is wrong to frame the debate and call for 
evidence as being a human rights issue. The title of the Bill disingenuously suggests that 
children are not legally protected from assault, and therefore that removing the defence of 
„reasonable chastisement‟ is necessary to keep children safe. But of course children are 
protected from assault and abuse. Parents who use unreasonable or immoderate physical 
punishment can already be prosecuted. Those who support the use of smacking as one 
means of discipline used by loving parents are opposed to all cruelty towards children. Any 
treatment of a child which the ordinary person would regard as deserving of criminal 
sanction is already liable to prosecution. The law on this is clear. 

Those promoting this Bill have been unable to document any cases where the reasonable 
chastisement defence has been successfully used by a parent to defend unreasonable 
punishment. Nor are good parents who merely use reasonable chastisement being 
prosecuted. This shows the current law is working. The overwhelming majority of people 
know there is a vast difference between child abuse and smacking, and the current law 
rightly recognises and respects this difference.  

For many parents, smacking is simply one form of loving discipline that can be used with 
young children when, for example, verbal warnings and other methods have been ignored 
or cannot be understood due to a child not having yet reached a sufficient level of 
understanding. To describe this use of smacking as assault is therefore misleading. 

Paragraph 31 of the policy memorandum states: “Discipline can be achieved through a 
range of techniques, which do not require the physical punishment of a child.” But this does 
not mean that parents who wish to use smacking as a means of loving discipline should be 
turned into criminals.  

Children are not the same as adults 

Those calling for a ban fail to take into account the unique relationship between parents and 
their children. Children are not adults. They are dependent upon their parents and need to 
be taught right from wrong. Parents do all kinds of things for their children that they would 
never do to another adult. This is not „inequality‟ or „injustice‟. It is just the reality of 
parenting. If a parent confiscates their child‟s phone or sends them to their room, it is not 
treated as theft or false imprisonment. Making smacking a criminal offence would represent 
a fundamental shift in the legal relationship between parents and children. 

Other areas of the law demonstrate that children cannot be treated identically to adults with 
respect to personal and bodily autonomy. The Children (Scotland) Act 1995, for example, is 
predicated on the basis that there is such a thing as parental responsibility and rights, 
allowing parents (and, in rare cases, other adults) routinely to make decisions on behalf of 
children in every area of their lives. This is clearly not true of adults except under very 
narrow, specific circumstances. But for children it is good, right and essential that this 
obvious necessity should be recognised in law. 
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Public opinion 

The policy memorandum claims that there has been a decline in the use of smacking 
among parents in recent years, but acknowledges that there is “still significant use” of 
physical punishment in Scotland. This is borne out by ComRes polling carried out for Be 
Reasonable Scotland. It found that 66 per cent of Scottish adults think it is sometimes 
necessary to smack a naughty child. It also showed that 85 per cent of Scots were 
smacked by their parents.1 The Government must realise that this Bill will turn thousands of 
loving parents into criminals overnight. The polling data revealed that three-quarters (74 per 
cent) of Scottish adults do not think smacking should be made a crime. 

Lack of proper scrutiny 

It has been claimed that there is public backing for a smacking ban because a majority of 
responses to John Finnie‟s original consultation agreed with him. However, after contacting 
many pro-ban campaign groups, he received just 660 responses. There are over 600,000 
households in Scotland with dependent children. The public was told at the time that the 
Scottish Government was not going to bring forward legislation. A spokesman clearly 
stated: “We do not… support a ban as we do not think that would be appropriate and 
effective.”2 Those who oppose a ban would have seen no cause to respond to the 
consultation because there was no chance of one being introduced. A realistic prospect of 
the law changing only came about because the Scottish Government changed its position. 
This is no basis for claiming acceptance for the Bill. 

Pre-legislative scrutiny is important and has been neglected in this case. 

Academic evidence 

The policy memorandum draws attention to various academic studies which claim to show 
associations and links between „physical punishment‟ of children and detrimental outcomes 
in later life.  

The memorandum relies on the „Equally Protected‟ report, commissioned by several 
different charities in 2015. The paper selected 98 articles on smacking for review. 

Of the studies on problem behaviour considered, only two came from the UK.3 They both 
used data from the Growing Up in Scotland study.4 This longitudinal research measured 
smacking frequency using a combination of parent-reported and child-reported information. 
The questions for parents asked if they smacked their child with their hand, or slapped 
them.5 Both the studies cited by „Equally Protected‟ found that children who had 
experienced smacking were more likely to report behavioural problems than those who had 
never been smacked.  

But, as the report itself acknowledges: “While it is generally difficult to establish causal links 
from observational data, it is near impossible in cross-sectional studies, where exposure 
and outcome are measured at the same time and therefore the direction of any association 
cannot be established.”6 In other words, there is no way of knowing whether smacking 
resulted in bad behaviour or whether the bad behaviour came first and the smack was a 
response to that. 

Robert Larzelere, a professor of developmental psychology at Oklahoma State University, 
has gone further and concluded that “none of the major studies are methodologically sound 
enough to allow strong conclusions to be drawn”.7 According to him, many academics, like 
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the ones relied upon by the Scottish Government, are performing „advocacy‟ rather than 
science. Many studies conflate mild smacking with hitting with objects or slaps to the face, 
as well as drawing false causal links from mere associations. Professor Larzelere brings 
this home well: “If spanking should be banned based on its association with subsequent 
aggression, then hospitals should be banned because their patients die at a higher rate 
than people residing elsewhere.”8 

Professor Larzelere also shows that “back-up smacking”, i.e. smacking used in conjunction 
with other disciplinary techniques, is in fact associated with less aggression than 10 of 13 
disciplinary tactics.9 

International evidence 

Much is made of the fact that over fifty countries around the world have banned smacking. 
The argument goes that Scotland should „keep up‟ and do the same. However, the fact is 
that there are almost 150 nations worldwide which allow parents to lovingly discipline their 
own children, including France, Italy, the US, Canada and Australia. 

What‟s more, even a cursory glance at some of those countries which have a ban in place 
reveals very diverse legal structures and different levels of legislation. For example, in 2007 
Spain brought forward an amendment to its Civil Code on smacking which was “primarily 
educational” and carries no penal authority.10 

In 1979 Sweden did enact a law which prosecutes parents who continue to discipline their 
children using a light smack. Sweden is often cited as a role model. Opponents argue 
smacking teaches children that violence is acceptable. If this was true, we would expect the 
figures to show reduced violence among children in Sweden. However, figures show the 
opposite. Since the smacking ban, child-on-child violence increased by 1,791 per cent 
between 1984 and 2010.11 One study comments: “trends in Swedish criminal assaults 
against minors suggest that the way the first spanking ban has been implemented in that 
country may have increased criminal assaults in that country, in contrast to its intended 
effect of decreasing violence”.12  

Psychiatrist David Eberhard published a critique of Sweden‟s approach. He argued that the 
emphasis on permissive parenting, which started with the smacking ban, has left parents 
unable to correct their children in any way. Eberhard identified several serious 
consequences for Swedish society, such as breakdown of discipline in schools, plummeting 
grades and a rise in anxiety disorders among teens.13 In New Zealand, a top law firm has 
concluded that the country‟s smacking ban has criminalised ordinary parents. The analysis, 
from public law specialists Chen Palmer, criticised confusing legislation and a failure to 
issue clear guidance to police. It also said statements made by politicians in 2007 were 
simply wrong in law. Claims that amending section 59 of the Crimes Act would not 
criminalise „good parents‟ were found to be “inconsistent with the legal effect of section 59 
and the application of that section in practice”. The report sets out a series of problems with 
the ban, citing comments made in Appeal Court and High Court rulings. In one such case, a 
former UK national, referred to as “DC”, admitted gently smacking his two sons and was 
convicted. The Court of Appeal later quashed his conviction but DC lost custody of and 
contact with his sons.14  
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Conclusion 

The policy memorandum suggests that the Bill would provide “clarity” on the law in this 
area. In doing so, it only draws attention to the fact that it will inevitably confuse matters. 
The current law is clear regarding „reasonable chastisement‟, as explained above.  

We are told that this Bill will not result in many prosecutions. However, why turn smacking 
into a criminal offence if it is never going to be enforced? Proponents of the Bill cannot have 
it both ways – a law that allows parents to be prosecuted for caring discipline of their 
children will result in that very outcome. 
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